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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Shrewd Tipster  
Win Bet - Salisbury 14:00 - Urban Icon @ 11/4  

The Pro Punter  
Win Bet - Thirsk 16:15 - Mutafani @ 8/13  

Value Wins  
Win Bet - Lingfield 19:50 - Delirium @ 5/1  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Europe Is Favourite To Be Winning Continent 

There are more countries in FIFA than the United Nations. Football truly is the global 
sport and every four years the best teams compete in the World Cup. In Holland and 
Italy there are two notable absentees and ultimately only England of the home 
nations and the Republic Of Ireland qualified for the finals in Russia. Most of the 
best players in the world will be in action over the next five weeks. 


Only Brazil and Germany have won the World Cup out of their own continent so at 
least England have a chance at the first World Cup in Europe since Germany were 
the hosts in 2006. The earliest the continent can stage the tournament again is 
2030. RUSSIA are 50/1 with William Hill to win their World Cup but the hosts have 
not prevailed since France in 1998.   


Only teams from South America and Europe have won the football world 
championships. Cameroon, Nigeria and Ghana have flirted with winning the ultimate 
prize in the sport and no side from Asia or Australasia have got close except South 
Korea who reached the last four in 2002 as joint hosts with Japan. 


England (1966) and Argentina (1978) won the World Cup in their own back yard but 
the weight of expectation was too much for Brazil four years ago. The hosts were 
humiliated and broken in the 7-1 defeat to the eventual winners Germany in the 
semi-finals. Several players are still in the squad and they are owed better fortune.


The rights and wrongs of holding the World Cup in Russia could be debated until the 
2022 event in Qatar. Conditions should favour the European nations and EUROPE is 
the favourite in the continent of the winner market at 4/11 with Ladbrokes. However, 
that price seems short when you don’t have Brazil and Argentina on your side.      


It seems a bit trivial to discuss some ordinary racing 2 days before the big kick-off 
but life goes on outside the bubble of the World Cup. Salisbury stages a half decent 
Flat meeting for a Tuesday and the most competitive race is the handicap over 
seven furlongs at 3.30pm. AFFLUENCE is the horse to back at 6/1 with Coral.  
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Beckett, Meade And Jardine The Trainers To Look For - 
By High Roller Racing


The three trainers above are in decent form but it would be wise to consider 
their entries and runners for the near future. The same can be said for my 
service High Roller Racing also in very good form. 


This week High Roller Racing 4 WINNERS FROM 5 TIPS plus 2 Non-Runners.


On the trainer front Ralph Beckett needs to be followed. His horses are 
running well but usually at this time of year this yard starts to produce a lot of 
winners. Ralph has several entries this week and some catch your eye 
immediately if you study form. Nine Below Zero looks a horse to back next 
time especially if turned out under a penalty as he had plenty in hand at 
Windsor last time. Edge Of The World is on the up at the moment and has 
already gone up 5lb with another 4lb rise to follow. He has four entries this 
week and must be backed wherever he turns up. Taurean Star is the subject of 
voices from this yard for the Hunt Cup at Royal Ascot. Ralph looking to be very 
busy at that meeting. Look carefully at his entries and runners.


Noel Meade has several horses who like the better summer ground rather than 
the heavy winter ground in Ireland so he has runners throughout the summer. 
Usually Noel’s horses do pretty well at this time of year. I noted three horses 
when looking at Noel’s entries and they are Le Martalin, Wounded Warrior and 
Lord In Red. These three horses could all win if allowed to take up their entries 
this week. Le Martalin and Wounded Warrior both won last time out but could 
both follow up those wins.


Iain Jardine has run into a good spell with his team and enjoyed a double at 
Doncaster last week. Iain has quite a few entries this coming week including 
She’s Pukka who ran well on her seasonal debut and should be race fit now so 
back her next time. Colour Contrast and Stone The Crows also look as if they 
can win very soon and both seem well treated.so ignore Iain’s horses at your 
peril. Give the yard your own close scrutiny.


If you cannot find the time to study form then give High Roller Racing a go… 
you have seen our result at top of this article… 80 percent WINNERS this 
week. High Roller is FREE to join and you pay only £10 for every winner but we 
only tip a maximum of one horse per day. Give it a go by following the link 
below. Have a good week everyone.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


A nice reverse forecast landed in last week’s newsletter. Not the way round we 
hoped for but more than enough to take a profit from the day. Overall it has 
been a slow start to the month. I hope that will change today as we have a 
couple of plot horses at big prices taking their chance. If the info is good, then 
we should be bagging a nice juicy priced winner. 


It looks like a good day on paper but we will see if it works out. 


JOIN US NOW AND MAKE THE RIGHT INVESTMENTS.  

Lingfield 6-50 Handicap (Class 6) 8f - We expect a much better showing from 
MALDONADO at 9/1 the horse has been doing well at home and is now down 
to a handy mark. The horse won at Epsom over 7f in a class 5 yet got a mark 
in the 80’s after a good few runs and largely being out of form that has come 
down to the 59 and the horse is now ready to strike one for the note book as 
he may need the run. 


Salisbury 2-00 Stakes (Class 4) 6f - COBWEB CATCHER looks an improver 
and thus looks over priced at 16/1. Last race he looked like a work in progress, 
there were definitely some positive signs but the horse wasn’t fit enough or 
clued up enough to sustain the effort. I think he will be a lot sharper today and 
this horse too should be put into the note book. They really like this horse at 
home.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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